1. In what follows we suppose that r> 1 and that AT is a constant, depending only on r, the value of which is not usually the same at each occurrence.
Let U(6) denote a real function measurable over (-T, it), let Pip, 8) = ilp2)[il -p)2 + 4p sin2 \8]-\ 0 g P < 1, and let l r* 2tcJ-k m(p)=-P(p,e)U(6)d9. Pip, 8 ) is the Poisson kernel and uip) =u(j>, 0) is the value at the point (p, 0) of a function uip, 8) in polar coordinates which is harmonic inside the unit disc and has boundary value t7(0) on the unit circle.
We begin by giving a new 'real variable' proof of the following theorem of Fejér-Riesz type. This is similar to a proof given by du Plessis [3] but it differs in a way which leads to a new analogue in three dimensions. Before du Plessis' paper appeared, the only proof available was of a 'complex variable' nature and based on the Fejér-Riesz inequality ft \f(r)\dr<\f_l \f(e»)\d8 [l]. so it is enough to prove the theorem under the assumption that Ui8) = 0. We may further assume that £7(0) is an even function of 8 and prove (what is then equivalent to (1)) that
for on replacing U(8) in (3) by the even function U(8) + U(-8), and using the Holder inequality (a+b)r^2'~1iar+br) for a^=0, b^O, we obtain dp
Dividing the range of integration with respect to p in (3) into the two intervals (0, §), ( §, 1), we first consider integration over (0, J). Since Pip, 8) ^ (1 +p)/(l -p) we have, using Holder's inequality,
for the interval (J, 1), since \8^8/ir over (0, w), we have
and so and finally (4) and combination of (6) and (7) give the inequality (3). This completes the proof of the theorem. In both inequalities the right-hand side is the integral of | t/(0, 0)|r over the surface of the unit sphere. In the first inequality, the lefthand side consists of two integrations of w(p, 8, <p) along a radius, in the second inequality the left-hand side is the integral of uip, 8, <f>) over a diametral plane. Both of these analogues are, in fact, valid and they are particular cases of a general theorem of du Plessis [3] concerning functions in n dimensions, du Plessis' proof of this general theorem is indirect and depends on half-space analogues of Theorem 1 [4J. In this note we give a direct proof of a stronger version of (8) which does not seem to be deducible using du Plessis' argument. Theorem 2.
(9) J (1 -p) I uip) \'dp ^ Arj (j I U(8, 4>) I d<p\ sin 8d8.
The left-hand side here is identical to the left-hand side of (8) and, by Holder's inequality, fifi U(8, <b) I d<p J sin Odd ¿ Ar f f | U(8, <S>) |r sin 8dd>dd, so that (9) is a stronger inequality than (8).
Proof. Arguing as before, it is enough to prove the theorem under the assumption that 11(8, <b) = 0.
We divide the range of integration with respect to p as before, and first consider integration over (0, J). Since
we have, using Holder's inequality,
= Ar\ Í j U(8, <p)ddA sinr 8d8
g Ar I il U(8, <p)d4>J sin 8d8. and addition of (10) and (14) yields the desired inequality (9).
